
Unaffordable for society symbolism of normalized crime of retaliatory false imprisonment incivility 
against impoverished visionary composer & music educator with neuroscientist’s mindset 

Johann Sebastian Bach: 305 years overdue apology to musicians & 
artistes! Sign petition 
 Genius composer and 

music educator 
J.S.Bach could not 
afford legal defense 
from human rights 

abuse by uncivilized 
employer, & thus, was 
held unjustly (!) in jail 
from November 6 to 
December 2, 1717 in 

retaliation to visionary 
musical innovations! 
ESTABLISH INTL GUARDIANSHIP STATUS OF CULTURAL TREASURER WITH 

SUSTAINABLE GOVERNMENT FUNDING FOR MUSIC/ARTS EDUCATORS:  
Their rare and scarce capacity of nurturing Sensory Reawakening skills is now URGENT & EXISTENTIAL during 

COUNTDOWN2045 to revert widespread shutdown of pain alarm to toxicity - the ROOT cause for ZERO Fertility 
Global Crisis = HUMAN extinction onset for today’s adults’ grandchildren - prosecutable crime against Humanity! 
In our modern society, three centuries after J.S.Bach’s case of human rights abuse, in order to assassinate his character, 
the witch hunt on genius innovator still remains symbolic:  Institutionalized & normalized prejudice & injustices to Music/

Arts educators prevents Humanity from fostering skills, based on ancestral gift of Music/Arts Instinct for 
balanced, bilateral, integrative mindset, leading to societal self demise mindset, including chemical warfare on 

population, among other techno gadgets’ misuse.  Don’t wait for grandchildren of today’s adults to express their 
anguish, by taking their grandparents to court for media-covered public shaming for failing to prioritize prevention of their 

infertility by fighting with polluters, in order to protect their birthright.  Act now to avoid being questioned on failure to 
shift to NO BUSINESS AS USUAL, including developing/passing down to next generations the essential/existential skills 
for brain rebalancing/recalibration through music. Prioritize! helping embattled music educators in this global challenge.   


Professional music/arts educators need financial safety and other protections from incivility of being underpaid, 
underemployed, embattled for centuries by society’s unfairness & vulnerability to crimes, limited by institutionalized 

unfairness from passing down their complex skills of using their music gift, as the tool against Sensory Oblivion, as in 
emblematic case of Int’ly recognized music educator & advocate for liberating Bach’s music Rozalina Gutman: 

https://chng.it/d4NszmLWT4
http://www.COUNTDOWN2045.org

